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Executive Summary (One Minute Read)
Sunland Group Limited v Gold Coast City Council (HCA) - development approvals - second
appellant purchased undeveloped parcel of land - preliminary approval granted - statutory
interpretation, instruments and certainty - exercise of power required certainty - power not
exercised - successive regimes for infrastructure contributions - legal effect of the Preliminary
Approval infrastructure "conditions" - Notice of Contention - appeal dismissed with costs
Hylepin Pty Ltd v Doshay Pty Ltd (FCAFC) - corporations - fiduciary duties - whether duties of
director of first respondent conflicted with personal interests - whether real or substantial
possibility of conflict - appeal dismissed
Blackburn v Wagonga Local Aboriginal Land Council (FCAFC) - appeal against
determination that native title is non-existent on certain land - land is contained within larger
registered native title claim application and yet to be determined - non-claimant application was
opposed by applicants - the need for caution concerning parcels of land that are within larger
registered native title claims that are not determined - appeal dismissed
Construction, Forestry, Maritime, Mining and Energy Union v Boggabri Coal Operations
Pty Ltd (FCAFC) - whether industrial action was taken prior to other, protected industrial action
- whether amounts deducted from remuneration were properly withheld on account of earlier
industrial action - whether preparatory steps were “authorised or agreed to by” respondent preparatory steps amounted to industrial action - appeal dismissed
Revill v John Holland Group Pty Ltd (FCA) - insurance - construction - joinder costs - whether
discretion to award costs under s570(2)(a) of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) enlivened -
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proceeding instituted without reasonable cause - costs awarded
Oliver Hume South East Queensland Pty Ltd v Barclay (FCA) - Commercial and
Corporations - Commercial, Contracts, Banking, Finance and Insurance - costs of the
Consolidation and Re-Opening Applications and of the Strike-Out Application - burden of costs
on individual litigants.
Cromarty Resources Pty Ltd v Thalanga Copper Mines Pty Ltd (NSWCA) - contracts construction - terms of the royalty obligations - whether the agreement was validly terminated appeal dismissed
Shoal Bay Beach Constructions No. 1 Pty Ltd v Mark Hickey and the persons listed in
Schedule A to this Statement of Claim trading as at all material times Sparke Helmore
(NSWSC) - construction - contracts and negligence - plaintiff claims damages for alleged
negligence and breach of retainer and duty of care - damages - but for the defendants’
negligence, the developer would have instructed the defendants to serve notices to extend time
- judgment for the plaintiff against the defendants
The Nuance Group (Australia) Pty Ltd v Shape Australia Pty Ltd (NSWSC) - construction insurance - arbitration - seek to set aside award - building dispute - no agreement to appeal on
questions of law – not estopped from denying agreement - jurisdiction of arbitrator - declaratory
relief - prevalence and utility of declaratory relief in contractual matters - challenge to claim as
time barred does not deprive arbitrator of jurisdiction
Australasia Development (M) Pty Ltd v Glenwood Estate (Vic) Pty Ltd (VSC) - construction
- contract - estoppel - joint venture agreement for development of proposed subdivision guaranteed return to a joint venturer - variation to written agreement by oral agreement principles relating to formation of agreements to vary contracts - estoppel by representation elements of equitable estoppel
Willis v Crosland (VSCA) - sale of land - clause permitted purchaser to terminate - whether
trial judge erred in finding that purchaser was not ‘ready, willing and able’ to perform and so
was ‘then in default’ - purchaser not in actual breach - relevant conduct not repudiatory termination by purchaser valid - appeal allowed
Xtraordinary Constructions Pty Ltd v Luppino & Anor (SASC) - contracts - building,
engineering and related contracts - Statutory Warranties for Residential Building Work - Building
Work Contractors Act 1995 (SA) (the ’Act’) - performance of work - Remedies for breach of
contract - appeal dismissed
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Sunland Group Limited v Gold Coast City Council [2021] HCA 35
High Court of Australia
Kiefel CJ,
Keane, Gordon, Steward and Gleeson JJ
Local government development approvals - second appellant purchased large parcel of
undeveloped land located in LGA of respondent in 2015 - preliminary approval granted in 2007
for development project pursuant to Integrated Planning Act 1997 (Qld) (IPA) - preliminary
approval contained "conditions" regarding payment of infrastructure contributions by developers
to respondent council - where development permits granted in 2016 - IPA introduced new
regime permitting local governments to levy infrastructure charges by notice in accordance with
Ch 4 of the Planning Act 2016 (Qld) - s6.1.31(2)(c) of IPA preserved as interim measure existing
regime of imposing condition on development approval requiring infrastructure contributions Ashtrail Pty Ltd v Gold Coast City Council an example of a condition made in exercise of the
power given under s6.1.31(2)(c) - new regime maintained by Sustainable Planning Act 2009
(Qld) and Planning Act 2016 (Qld) - respondent council issued infrastructure charges notices in
accordance with new regime following issue of development permits - whether conditions in
preliminary approval imposed liability to pay infrastructure contributions - conditions not proper
exercise of power in s6.1.31(2)(c) - to be construed under the rules of construction governing
the interpretation of Acts of Parliament and subordinate legislation. Appeal dismissed with costs.
Sunland
[From Benchmark Monday, 22 November 2021]
Hylepin Pty Ltd v Doshay Pty Ltd [2021] FCAFC 201
Federal Court of Australia Full Court
Markovic, Banks-Smith and Anderson JJ
Corporations - fiduciary duties - where first respondent invested in various companies with
property and business interests - where appellant a shareholder of first respondent - whether
duties of director of first respondent conflicted with personal interests - "whether the interest is
such that a reasonable person would think there is a real or substantial possibility of the
fiduciary being swayed by it" - where contributions of share and debt capital varied for different
impugned transactions - whether interests aligned - whether real or substantial possibility of
conflict "is assessed objectively" - whether conduct in effecting share transfer under mistaken
apprehension oppressive - whether declaration confirming position at law as to shareholding
sufficient relief - whether conduct said to amount to breach of fiduciary duty also oppressive "scope of the fiduciary duty depends upon the particular circumstances and the nature of the
relationships in issue" - whether impugned transactions that do not separately constitute
oppressive conduct were oppressive when considered collectively - appeal dismissed.
Hylepin Pty Ltd v Doshay Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 23 November 2021]
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Blackburn v Wagonga Local Aboriginal Land Council [2021] FCAFC 210
Federal Court of Australia, Full Court
Mortimer, Perry and O’Bryan JJ
Native title - appeal raises issues about the intersection of the NT Act, law of the
Commonwealth, the ALR Act, law of the State of New South Wales - non-claimant application appeal against determination that native title does not exist in respect of certain land in New
South Wales - where land in question is contained within larger registered native title claim
application (the South Coast People’s claim) which is yet to be determined - where nonclaimant application was opposed by the applicants in respect of the South Coast People’s
claim - consideration of s67 of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) - whether the primary judge erred
in making findings in respect of the South Coast People’s claim - whether the primary judge’s
reasons should have been confined to a consideration of the question whether the evidence
adduced by the appellants "cast doubt" on the claimed non-existence of native title - whether
the primary judge erred in holding that s223(1)(b) requires that the relevant land was
"significant", "sacred" or "important" to Aboriginal people - whether the primary judge erred in
inferring that, when the Aboriginal witnesses were speaking of "significance" of the land to
Aboriginal people, they were in fact referring to the existence or otherwise of connection with
the land under s223(1)(b) - whether the primary judge erred in concluding that the evidence
adduced by the appellants was not evidence of an ongoing connection with the land under
s223(1)(b) - the need for caution in respect of non-claimant applications concerning parcels of
land that are within larger registered native title claims that are not determined - appeal
dismissed.
Blackburn v Wagonga Local Aboriginal Land Council
[From Benchmark Thursday, 25 November 2021]
Construction, Forestry, Maritime, Mining and Energy Union v Boggabri Coal Operations
Pty Ltd [2021] FCAFC 211
Federal Court of Australia, Full Court
Rangiah, O’Callaghan and Dnaden JJ
Industrial law - whether industrial action was taken prior to other, protected industrial action whether amounts deducted from remuneration were properly withheld on account of earlier
industrial action - second appellant took steps to shut down machinery ahead of planned
protected industrial action - direction to work "right up to" time of planned action - whether
preparatory steps involved performance of work in a non-customary manner - whether
preparatory steps were "authorised or agreed to by" respondent - preparatory steps amounted
to industrial action - deductions properly made - appeal dismissed.
Construction, Forestry, Maritime, Mining and Energy Union
[From Benchmark Thursday, 25 November 2021]
Revill v John Holland Group Pty Ltd(No 3) [2021] FCA 1403
Federal Court of Australia
Jackson J
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Application dismissed in 2020 applicant sought to join ’two related entities’ of respondent as
respondents: Revill v John Holland Group Pty Ltd [2020] FCA 1633 (Revill (No 1)) - September
2021, dismissed the entire proceeding under s31A(2) of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976
(Cth): Revill v John Holland Group Pty Ltd (No 2) [2021] FCA 1056 (Revill (No 2)) - no evidence
to Revill or his solicitors that JH Group owned 100% of the shares in JHPL and there were
directors in common between JH Group, JHPL and JHG Mutual, nor that JH Group was aware
that the insurance provided by JHG Mutual was provided, not to individual employees of JHPL
or JH Group, but to those companies themselves - given that Revill never pleaded JH Group
was liable under s550 - Revill instituted the proceeding against JH Group without reasonable
cause - no reasonable basis for the view that JH Group may have been liable in respect of any
of the causes of action that he raised - discretion to order costs under s570(2)(a) of the Fair
Work Act arisen - no reason not to exercise discretion under s570(2)(a) in favour of JH Group Revill to pay JH Group’s costs of the proceeding.
Revill v John Holland Group Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 23 November 2021]
Oliver Hume South East Queensland Pty Ltd v Barclay (No 2) [2021] FCA 142
Federal Court of Australia
Collier J
Commercial and Corporations - Commercial Contracts, Banking, Finance and Insurance matter transferred from Supreme Court of Queensland to Federal Court of Australia - whether
costs ought be paid on indemnity basis or party and party basis - relevant principles - whether
indemnity costs properly awarded in cases of Anshun estoppel, abuse of process and res
judicata - respective positions of the parties comprehensively argued - "where costs should lie" where earlier proceedings in the Federal Court at first instance and in Full Court - costs of
consolidation, re-opening and strike-out applications - costs of transfer application reserved by
Supreme Court - whether costs of interlocutory proceedings be taxed forthwith, if not otherwise
agreed - whether reserved costs should be taxed forthwith if not otherwise agreed - general
principles concerning taxation of costs in interlocutory proceedings - relevance of notice by party
that indemnity costs would be sought - burden of costs on individual litigants.
Oliver Hume South East Queensland Pty Ltd v Barclay
[From Benchmark Monday, 22 November 2021]
Cromarty Resources Pty Ltd v Thalanga Copper Mines Pty Ltd [2021] NSWCA 284
Supreme Court of New South Wales Court of Appeal
Bell P,Meagher JA andPayne JA
Raised contractual construction issues surrounding the terms of the royalty and considered the
requirements of a notice to make time of the essence for the performance of an obligation where agreement to pay royalty following "actual sale" of mineral - where royalty a percentage
of "net sales realisation" amount - whether "actual sale" occurs when title passes to buyer whether "net sales realisation" is after deduction of sales realisation expenses - termination of
agreement - where breach of time stipulation for making of payment - where demand made after
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giving further time for payment - whether breach of essential term justifying termination whether repudiatory conduct evincing an unwillingness to render substantial performance Order
that the appellants ay the respondent’s costs - appeal dismissed.
Cromarty Resources Pty Ltd v Thalanga Copper Mines Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 23 November 2021]
Shoal Bay Beach Constructions No. 1 Pty Ltd v Mark Hickey and the persons listed in
Schedule A to this Statement of Claim trading as at all material times Sparke Helmore (No
5) [2021] NSWSC 1499
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Adamson J
Plaintiff claims damages for negligence and breach of retainer and duty of care defendants
were negligent and breached their retainer by not alerting the developer to imminent deadline
for service of notices - reasonable care required defendants to seek instructions from developer
to ascertain whether they ought to send notices to purchasers - not satisfied that defendants
advised the developer that it had a defence to the claim for declarations that contracts had been
validly rescinded in associated equity proceedings or that its conduct in respect of the
proceedings was negligent or amounted to breach - contributory negligence - persons alleged to
have contributed to the harm taken as agents of the developer rather than potential wrongdoers
contractual provisions complex for non-lawyers and developer relied on the defendants’
expertise - developer cannot bear full responsibility for monitoring dates - a reasonable person
would have appreciated the import of the provisions and realised that notices had to be given by
certain dates - failure to take reasonable precautions against risk of harm established reduction for developer’s contributory negligence - but for defendants’ negligence, the
developer would have instructed defendants to serve notices to extend time - developer
received less for the Lots because of the defendants’ breach - factual causation and scope of
liability established - not satisfied that scope of the defendants’ liability extends to
consequential loss arising from the need to re-sell Lots or legal costs associated with the Equity
proceedings - plaintiff entitled to interest at court pre-judgment rates under s100 of the Civil
Procedure Act 2005 (NSW) - the defendants’ to pay the plaintiff’s costs.
Shoal Bay Beach Constructions No. 1 Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 23 November 2021]
The Nuance Group (Australia) Pty Ltd v Shape Australia Pty Ltd [2021] NSWSC 1498
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Rees J
Parties disagreed that an appeal lies to this Court on questions or law - not estopped from
suggesting otherwise - whether the arbitrator erred in his construction of clause 12 (latent
conditions), clause 35.4 (separable portions) and clause 46.1 (time for notification of claims)
need not be considered - regarding pleadings and the arbitrator’s findings on liquidated
damages - arbitrator did not exceed jurisdiction by dealing with the parties’ claims otherwise
than in accordance with the manner in which it was referred to him - award is liable to be set
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aside under s34(2)(a)(iii) of the Act - regarding liquidated damages, award did not conflict with
the public policy of this State by reason of a failure to accord natural justice, such that it ought
not be set aside under s34(2)(b)(ii) of the Act - arbitrator’s reasons are not inadequate to
comply with s31(3) of the Act, such that the award not be set aside under s34(2)(a)(iv) regarding
latent conditions, separable portions, the time bar and reasoning regarding liquidated damages
- dismissed challenges to arbitral award.
The Nuance Group (Australia) Pty Ltd v Shape Australia Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 23 November 2021]
Australasia Development (M) Pty Ltd v Glenwood Estate (Vic) Pty Ltd [2021] VSC 758
Supreme Court of Victoria
Riordan J
Joint venture agreement for development of proposed subdivision - Australasia Development
claims $5,980,000, being the balance of the guaranteed profit under the JV Agreement - the
defendants contend that they are not liable to pay the guaranteed profit under the JV
Agreement based on - whether on a proper construction guarantee was discharged by a
fundamental change to the proposed development - variation to written agreement by oral
agreement - whether conversations resulted in formation of a binding agreement to vary joint
venture agreement by releasing guarantee - principles relating to formation of agreements to
vary contracts - fourth limb of Masters v Cameron agreements considered to contracts of
variation - estoppel by representation - elements of equitable estoppel - whether there was a
clear and unambiguous representation - necessary for a plaintiff to establish that, but for the
assumption or expectation, it would not have acted as it did - whether change of position
established. Judgment for Australasia Development: ordered that the defendants pay the
plaintiff the sum of $5,980,000.
Australasia Development (M) Pty Ltd v Glenwood Estate (Vic) Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Monday, 22 November 2021]
Willis v Crosland [2021] VSCA 320 >
Supreme Court of Appeal Victoria
Sifris, Walker JJA and Macaulay AJA
Contract - clause permitted purchaser to terminate contract if purchaser (a) obtained report
which designated current defect in structure on land as ’major building defect’ (b) gave notice
and (c) ’is not then in default’ - payment of deposit due at midnight on 18 December 2019 purchaser gave notice of termination at 7:51 pm on 18 December 2019 - purchaser had paid
most but not all of deposit - whether trial judge erred in finding that purchaser was not ’ready,
willing and able’ to perform and so was ’then in default’ - purchaser not in actual breach whether purchaser was ’ready, willing and able’ did not affect ability to exercise contractual
right - vendor contended by notice of contention that purchaser repudiated the contract and was
’then in default’ - repudiation not sufficiently raised below - new issues raised on appeal relevant conduct not repudiatory - suggested repudiation not accepted before notice of
termination - purchaser was ’not then in default’ - vendor contended by notice of contention
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that report did not provide sufficient basis to terminate contract - report did provide proper basis
- termination by purchaser valid - appeal allowed - notice of contention dismissed.
Willis v Crosland
[From Benchmark Thursday, 25 November 2021]
Xtraordinary Constructions Pty Ltd v Luppino & Anor [2021] SASC 132
Supreme Court of South Australia
David J
Respondents enter into building contract with the appellant - on appeal, the appellant submits
that the trial Magistrate erred in preferring the solution of the respondents’ expert, over the
appellant’s expert regarding a defective box gutter - the issues on appeal are whether the trial
Magistrate was in error in making a statutory rectification order under s37(6)(a) of the Building
Work Contractors Act 1995 (SA) (the ’Act’) - trial Magistrate found that she was satisfied on the
balance of probabilities that the appellant’s defective construction of the box gutter had caused
flooding - the trial Magistrate’s order was made on a claim for breach of statutory warranties
under s32 of the Act. Section 32 - assessing damages for the cost of rectification work - usual
measure of damages is the cost of rectifying the work to produce conformity with the contract the ’general rule’ in Bellgrove v Eldridge - grounds of appeal established no error by the trial
Magistrate and properly applied the principles in Bellgrove v Eldridge trial Magistrate properly
identified that the benefit bargained for by the respondents (and not met) in respect of the roof
was both functional and aesthetic, and better remedied by the respondents’ expert - appeal
dismissed.
Xtraordinary Constructions Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 24 November 2021]
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Poem for Friday
Nothing Gold Can Stay
By: Robert Frost
Nature’s first green is gold,
Her hardest hue to hold.
Her early leaf’s a flower;
But only so an hour.
Then leaf subsides to leaf.
So Eden sank to grief,
So dawn goes down to day.
Nothing gold can stay.
ROBERT FROST
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